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Specific 
interactions
Religion: Latin



Sharing 
spaces
Intermingling: Old Norse



Sharing 
spaces
Under another’s rule: French



Prestige
Inkhorn terms





late 16th century (in the sense ‘bewitch’): from 
Latin fascinat- ‘bewitched’, from the verb 
fascinare, from fascinum ‘spell, witchcraft’.

fascinate



late 16th century (in the sense ‘come in as an 
extraneous factor or thing’): from Latin 
intervenire, from inter- ‘between’ + venire 
‘come’.

intervene



late Middle English: from Latin celebrat- 
‘celebrated’, from the verb celebrare, from 
celeber, celebr- ‘frequented or honored’.

celebrate



late 16th century: from Latin decimat- ‘taken 
as a tenth’, from the verb decimare, from 
decimus ‘tenth’. In Middle English the term 
decimation denoted the levying of a tithe, and 
later the tax imposed by Cromwell on the 
Royalists (1655).

decimate



late Middle English: from Old French repeter, 
from Latin repetere, from re- ‘back’ + petere 
‘seek’.

repeat



mid 16th century: from Latin iterat- ‘repeated’, 
from the verb iterare, from iterum ‘again’.

Iterate



late Middle English (in the sense ‘do an action 
repeatedly’): from Latin reiterat- ‘gone over 
again’, from the verb reiterare, from re- ‘again’ 
+ iterare ‘do a second time’.

reIterate



New things



New things
Science & math





late 17th century (in the sense ‘biography’): 
from Greek bios ‘life’ + -logy. The sense ‘the 
study of living organisms’ dates from the late 
18th century and is based on Latin.

Biology







early 18th century: from modern Latin 
cellularis, from cellula ‘little chamber’, 
diminutive of cella.

Cellular





late Middle English: from Italian, Spanish, and medieval 
Latin, from Arabic al-jabr ‘the reunion of broken parts’, 
‘bone-setting’, from jabara ‘reunite, restore’. The original 
sense, ‘the surgical treatment of fractures’, probably came 
via Spanish, in which it survives; the mathematical sense 
comes from the title of a book, ‘ilm al-jabr wa'l-muqābala 
‘the science of restoring what is missing and equating like 
with like’, by the mathematician al-Ḵwārizmī.

algebra



New things
flora & fauna





early 17th century: from Virginia Algonquian 
aroughcun.

raccoon





early 17th century: from Eastern Abnaki mos.

moose





late 18th century: the name of a specific kind of 
kangaroo in an Aboriginal language of North 
Queensland.

kangaroo





early 19th century: from Dharuk.

koala





late 18th century: from South African Dutch, 
from aarde ‘earth’ + vark ‘pig’.

aardvark



New things
Food





Middle English: from Old French thym, via 
Latin from Greek thumon, from thuein ‘burn, 
sacrifice’.

thyme





late Middle English: from Old French 
cinnamome (from Greek kinnamōmon), and 
Latin cinnamon (from Greek kinnamon), both 
from a Semitic language and perhaps based on 
Malay.

cinnamon





late 16th century: from Turkish kahveh, from 
Arabic qahwa, probably via Dutch koffie.

coffee





from Italian (caffè) espresso, literally ‘pressed 
out (coffee)’.

Espresso





from Italian (caffè) latte, literally ‘milk (coffee)’.

latte





late 18th century: named after Mocha, a port in 
Yemen on the Red Sea, from where the coffee 
and leather were first shipped.

mocha



New things
Clothes & fashion





Middle English: from Old French laz, las (noun), 
lacier (verb), based on Latin laqueus 
‘noose’ (also an early sense in English). 
Compare with lasso.

lace

x-dictionary:r:m_en_gbus0566680:com.apple.dictionary.NOAD:lasso




late Middle English: via Old French from Arabic 
zaytūnī ‘of Tsinkiang’, a town in China.

satin





late Middle English: from Old French coton, 
from Arabic quṭn.

Cotton





late 15th century (as an adjective): from Old 
French Janne (now Gênes), from medieval Latin 
Janua ‘Genoa’, the place of original production. 
The noun sense comes from jean fustian, literally 
‘fustian from Genoa’, used in the 16th century to 
denote a heavy twilled cotton cloth.

jeans





early 17th century: from Hindi duṅgrī.

Dungarees





mid 19th century: from Mexican Spanish 
chaparreras, from chaparra ‘dwarf evergreen 
oak’ (with reference to protection from thorny 
vegetation: see chaparral); probably influenced 
by Spanish aparejo ‘equipment’.

chaps

x-dictionary:r:m_en_gbus0169140:com.apple.dictionary.NOAD:chaparral


New things
Experiences, Concepts, etc.



early 19th century: from Spanish rancho 
‘group of persons eating together’.

ranch



mid 17th century: from Spanish cargo, carga, 
from late Latin carricare, carcare ‘to load’, 
from Latin carrus ‘wheeled vehicle’.

cargo



Scholarship

Academic terms



German, from Welt ‘world’ + Anschauung 
‘perception’.

Weltanschauung



German Schadenfreude, from Schaden ‘harm’ 
+ Freude ‘joy’.

Schadenfreude



1920s: from German Gestalt, literally ‘form, 
shape’.

Gestalt



Literature

Words from stories



mid 17th century: from Hebrew šibbōleṯ ‘ear of 
corn’, used as a test of nationality by its 
difficult pronunciation (Judg. 12:6).

shibboleth



mid 16th century (denoting a tyrant): from 
Nimrod (Hebrew Nimrōḏ), the name of the 
great-grandson of Noah, known for his skill as 
a hunter (see Gen. 10:8–9).

nimrod



mid 16th century (denoting a tyrant): from 
Nimrod (Hebrew Nimrōḏ), the name of the 
great-grandson of Noah, known for his skill as 
a hunter (see Gen. 10:8–9).

nimrod
WAIT…







Books
Recommended reading










